Honsbridge International Sdn Bhd
Building Bridges, Exceeding Expectations

ASSEMBLY NOTES
(18th FEB 2020)
We sing the Malaysia National Anthem at the beginning of every assembly.

(below link below for the lyrics and music)
National Anthem - Negaraku
2. It has come to the school's attention that there is a video challenge where you are
encouraged to kick out the legs of your friend as they make a jump. The person jumping
in the middle does not know that their friends plan to do this. So please be warned to be
extra careful. This is extremely dangerous as it can lead to your friend falling on his or
her back. This can lead to severe spinal and head injuries, so that permanent disability or
severely reduced mental abilities due to the trauma to the spinal cord and brain may
occur.
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We would strongly encourage students to give feedback to any teacher directly should
you come across any of such 'challenges' or 'trends' that go viral on any platform so that
we can take quick action to prevent any regrettable incidents. If you know of friends who
engage in such dangerous behaviours or actions, please also inform us so that we can
help counsel these students. Such dangerous activities are considered gross misconduct
and will lead to serious consequences as per handbook.
We urge you to choose and accept only the ideas, influences and trends that are morally
positive, and which help you to become a better person. If you are unsure do talk with a
trusted friend, teacher or your family.
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7. For enrichment,
i. Students who are involved with the cheerleading, please report to Mr Tan
before we proceed to Futsal Court 1 together.
ii. Students of Primary, J16 and J18 are required to remain seated for a briefing
later. Please report to Ms Izyani and Mr Ong who will be chairing the meeting
on behalf of all teachers.

8. Last but not least, we have reminders of some of the school rules:
(i) The sports day is a day of competition between sports houses. Pressure to win
points for the various sports can be intense. Nonetheless, all students must display
sporting spirit when it comes to P.E, sports practice, games or other sports related
activities. No student is to look down on other students, for example making negative
comments, or resort to violence of any kind towards their friends or teachers. Respect
must be shown to everybody. Should any student be found to start an act of disrespect to
others or are involved in the act of disrespect, there will be serious consequences
according to the handbook.
(ii) All students are reminded that after dismissal, they are not allowed to leave their
belongings in the school and sign out to go to a shop for meals or to do shopping and
then come back to school again without prior knowledge or permission from Miss Hang,
Mr Ong or Miss Diana. Any disobedience will be dealt with severely for signing out with
the intention to return to school later on.
(iv) Students are not allowed to collect their phones to take with them to classes before
they sign out TO GO HOME. No phones are allowed during classes like Mandarin or
Malay. Phones are also not to be brought in during ECA except with the coaches’
permission which is so far only allowed for Art. Written permission is needed for all other
cases.
9. Students who are participating in the Cheerleading for sports day must remind their
parents to complete the consent form for them to stay back after schooling hours. By this
Fri when the Sports House teachers still do not receive the students’ written consent from
parents, these students will not be allowed to participate in the cheerleading event on the
Sports day.
The following students’ parents have given consent for participating in the cheerleading
event and practice. Thank you for the cooperation from these students.
Name
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MOH HON KIT

G22AB

White

Audrey Lia Chundang

G22AB

Yellow

Celine Song Zhi Ying

G21

Green

Llara Kaye Chong

G24AB

White

Jonathan Richard Chai

G21

Purple

Jeremy Leon Chai

G24AB

White

Joel Low

J18AB

Yellow

Kelly Low

G23AB

Purple

Jason Low

G21

Green

Charmaine Lim

G23AB

White

Leanne Seow

G21

Green

Lim Ryan Wei Chen

G22AB

Green

Lim Charmaine

J16AB

Yellow

Sek Xin Ciao

G23AB

White

Joviee Kee Wing Tung

G24AB

Yellow

Wong Kai Bing

G22A

White

Camille Soo

G22A

Purple

Amoos Wong

G22B

Green

Tuck Meng

G22B

Yellow

Jimmy Liew

G22A

Purple

Elizabeth Han

SJ5

White

For those students who still did not have their parents’ permission, please click the
link for giving the permission. https://forms.gle/TyrdtAkribP63stw9

End of Assembly with HONSBRIDGE SCHOOL SONG
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HB School Song
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